DANDOY is a logistics company providing transport and warehousing solutions. DANDOY is specialized
in part loads transport to France, Italy and the BENELUX, but also offers full loads services across
Europe. DANDOY offers warehousing services for chemical and dangerous goods, as well as
conventional warehousing. The company has its own warehouses and vehicles. It is based in Mollem –
Asse, north-east of Brussels. DANDOY is part of ASTRE, a European carrier network and of Palet
System for smaller shipments. DANDOY is constantly growing and operates in a dynamic and
competitive environment. The family ownership makes of DANDOY a convenient place to work where
the word responsibilities has all its meanings. Currently DANDOY is looking for an:
OPERATIONS DATA ANALYST (m/f)
Job Description:
As operations data analyst, you are assisting the operational teams in evaluating performances and
develop methods for the company monitoring. You provide reliant information and support the
operations managers and project manager during implementation and improvement of operations
management.
You will be responsible for (but not limited to):
Commercial:
Support operational sales in establishing RFQ’s and tenders
Keep pricing tables updated for automatic billing and match with customer requirements
Build an Access or Excel tool that help operational employees to support pricing and rate validation
Identify commercial development and market potential based on current performances
Fleet:
Fuel and tyres monitoring
Management of toll material
Monitoring of telephone and toll consumption
Management support:
Provide support to project team during implementation of new projects
Profit analysis of the trips
Setup, implement and follow-up internal and external KPI’s
Quality:
You create and develop procedures (such as manuals) that will be the basis for the future with the
objective to have certifications implemented (SQAS, ISO) in the near future.
Profile:
You have a degree in industrial engineering, finance and economics, logistics management or
equivalent fields.
You have a previous internship or experience in the above mentioned subjects, and have interest in
the logistics and transportation industry.
You like playing with figures and have a high analytical level
You have a critical eye for improvement, a hands-on mentality and strong organizational skills.
You are eager to learn, you can challenge yourself, and goal oriented.
You have good interpersonal skills and a true team player, able to share problems and advice.
You are an excellent communicator and able to work under stress in a dynamic environment.
You are familiar with Microsoft Office (Excel / Word / Outlook), Access is a strong plus.
You are fluent in English, French and/or Flemish (Dutch). Any other European language is a plus.
You like build up and can start a project from just an idea.
You like to work in a dynamic company, where human contacts and your colleagues are key to
success!
Contact:
DANDOY – Industriezone 5 – MOLLEM 515 – 1730 Asse - Belgium
HR Manager +32 2 454 00 43 or email jobs@dandoy.be

